The book presents concise descriptions of chemical methods as used at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York. It is designed for ready reference in the laboratory while doing procedures. The descriptions are adequate and should be easy to follow. Most of the analyses in clinical use are described in one form or another. The book is printed with a fairly wide margin so that modifications may be written in, and it is one which should prove useful in laboratories with chemists trained to use methods of this sort. Although clinical chemistry plays such an important role in diagnosis and treatment that doctors and hospitals cannot afford to neglect this phase of medical practice, it is hard to know where concise information can be obtained on this field. The difficulty arises from the multiplicity of the subjects that must be covered, for clinical laboratories are required to make more or less quantitative analyses for numerous things in urine, blood, stools, and spinal fluid, as well as to supervise the determination of the basal metabolism. Interpretation of these analyses requires some knowledge of the limitations of the methods and the manner of collection of samples as well as their physiological and medical significance. The present book attempts to outline both methods and interpretations. Obviously authoritative discussion of interpretations cannot be given and in some cases the choice of method will seem unfortunate. The reviewer believes that acid-base equilibrium should be discussed in terms of milliequivalents, since without understanding the concept of the milliequivalent no doctor can read the literature on this subject. Also it was probably a mistake to omit the description of the use of the electric photometer, since this method of analysis is destined to come into general use even in small laboratories where the original cost seems prohibitive. In general, the selection of methods seems suitable and the description of the procedures adequate. 
